
To Good at Goodbyes (album version) by Sam Smith 

 

 

 

 

 

Structure diagram (A = verse 1; A’ = verse 2; B = pre-chorus; C = chorus; C’ / C’’ = varied choruses) 

Chord support Synth strings w/ 
backing vocals 

Second beat ‘stab chords’ on elec. guitar Synth string chords Synth strings w/ backing 
vocals      

Imitation with backing 
vocals    

Drums Kick and snare Add hi-hat  Kick, snare & hi-hat  

Backing vocals imitation    imitation (repeat) 

Bass Quiet, sustained bass notes on synth ‘cello Bass guitar   Bass guitar  

Off-beat finger clicks          

Voice “You must think…” “I’m never…” “…hurt me…” “Goodbyes” “I know you’re…” “I’m never…” “…hurt me…” “Goodbyes…” “No, no…” ad lib. “…hurt me…” 

Piano Sustained chords (mostly-semibreve rhythm) Busier rhythm Sustained chords    Busier rhythm                                   Semibreves    

 ‘presentation’ ‘development’ 

Structure A B C A B C’ C’’ 

Sequence* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Time 0:10 0:20 0:30 0:40 0:50 1:00 1:10 1:20 1:30 1:40 1:50 2:00 2:10 2:20 2:30 2:40 2.50 3.00 3.10 3.20 

*each ‘sequence’ is a 4-bar repetition of chords vi, I, V, ii7. 

Key facts 
Release date: 8.9.17 // Chart success: # in UK, Scotland, New Zealand and Australia 

Time signature: 4/4 (no changes)   //   Key: F-major (no changes)   //   Tempo: 92 b.p.m. (no changes) 

Harmonic structure: same 4-chord sequence throughout (vi, I, V, ii7
), one chord per bar 

Instrumentation: piano, voice and synthesised strings 

Points for discussion 

• The metric structure of this song is predictably ‘balanced’ in 4-, 8-, and 16-bar sections with the interesting exception of the first 

chorus (a surprising 3-chord-sequences-long, see diagram).  Later choruses are a more ordinary 16-bars (3 sequences) in length 

because of the addition of an extra vocal line (C’) and a piano outro (C’’). 

• The focus of critical reception of this piece has been Sam Smith’s vocal timbre.  Is the song itself less important to its audience than 

the performance?  Are there other important factors to the reception of this piece? 

• Notice the slight variation in the way the piano chords are played (‘figured’) in the ‘presentation’ section: held semibreves in the 

verse, then a busier rhythm to mark the start of the pre-chorus.  In the ‘development’ section, the busier rhythm is more stretched 

out.  Why? 


